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1 WHAT IS A GRANT? 

If you run a business and you are looking for funding to help you grow and expand your 
operations, you may be interested in applying for grants. But just how much do you know 
about grants and how they can be applied for successfully? 

Grants are payments that do not have to be repaid and are given for a specific purpose (so 
you need to prove why you need it and exactly how you’ll use it). These are often made by 
governments or organisations (such as corporations or foundations). These organisations 
are called the 'grant maker' or 'funding body'.  

Generally, grant-funded activities have a wider benefit for the community or a group within 
the community.  Most grants have a particular focus or theme.  Some are available for 
specific industries or for businesses with a specific focus.  

Grants usually need a formal, written application. This application is different from a 
business plan but share some similarities. The grant application can vary from quite simple 
forms through to complex and detailed document. 

Some grants are ‘always open’, so you can make an application at any time.  Other grants 
are offered in ‘rounds’ – this means that there will be a short window during which you can 
make applications. Others are just 'one-off' opportunities.  There are also some ongoing 
operational fund grants for specific businesses, but these are now less common. 

Grants provided by government generally have tight guidelines and reporting measures. As 
the funds come from public monies, there is a high degree of scrutiny around how the 
money is spent. Grants from other organisations may have varying levels of accountability 
requirements.  

Either way, most grants must be ‘acquitted’. This means the grant recipient needs to 
account for how the funds were spent. Most acquittals also need an explanation of the 
outcomes of the grant-funded activity. 

2 HOW CAN MY BUSINESS BENEFIT FROM A GRANT? 

Once you have found the grant that is right for your business, funding can assist you in a 
number of ways including expansion, scaling up, conducting research, increasing staff, 
exporting, and innovating your products.  Grant funding can help you take your business to 
the next level. If you are a start-up, grant funding can give you the boost you need to scale 
up quickly and expand into new markets.  
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3 GETTING GRANT READY 

What does being grant ready involve? It means you’re prepared well in advance of grant 
opportunities presenting themselves by having a well-planned project with a majority of 
the information you’ll need to prepare the application on hand. 

Why is it worth making the effort to be grant ready? Instead of being reactive and 
scrambling to respond to grant applications as they emerge, you’re in control. You have a 
clearly defined project with stakeholders on board. In our experience, organisations who 
make the effort to be grant ready consistently do better at winning grants than those who 
‘chance it’. The projects they implement also tend to have better outcomes as their projects 
have been more thoughtfully designed.  

When you are grant ready, when a grant opportunity arises you can pull together your 
proposal drawing on evidence-based plans to make a strong case for support, instead of 
frantically trying to design a project and garner support in the tiny window that the grant 
fund is open for applications. Being grant ready will also often save you in the long term if 
you’re engaging professional assistances as consultants and grant writers will be able to 
work with you at a methodical pace instead of putting a rush on your project. You’ll also be 
able to do much of the pre-work and deliver them the content they need, instead of them 
having to tease it out of you at the last minute.  

3.1 CONSULTING STAKEHOLDERS 

Stakeholders are organisations and individuals with an interest in your project or they have 
a stake in the project. More than ticking a box, consulting genuinely with stakeholders 
allows you to: 

• Understand issues and opportunities 
• Look for collaborations 
• Enlist support 
• Avoid duplication 
• Manage risk 

Creating a stakeholder and/or customer engagement plan will help you define the purpose 
and methods of engagement allowing you to purposefully and meaningfully consult. 
Remembering to advise your stakeholders on the level of influence they have over decision 
making is important in managing their expectations, as is reporting back to them about 
how their input helped shape your decision. 
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3.2 DEFINING THE ISSUE 

When you’re in the thick of it, it’s easy to jump to the solution. But taking a deep dive into 
the issue is a useful way to check that the project you are envisaging will truly deliver the 
results you want.  

Instead of thinking about what you want to DO, take a step back. What is the issue or 
opportunity you are responding to? Then ask yourself, what is the link between the issue 
and your solution. Is it strong? How could it be stronger? Is this problem already addressed 
in some way? How is your proposal different/better? 

3.3 CONNECT WITH THE FUNDING BODY 

If possible, start the conversation with the funding body early about your interest in 
applying for the grant. Having your project completely planned out and then discovering 
there is a major road block to gaining funding is not ideal. Grant funders want to help 
applicants submit applications that are eligible – they want to spend their time assessing 
applications they can either approve and fund, or where a grant is oversubscribed, assess 
applications that meet the requirements for funding and then make the difficult decision of 
prioritising which projects to support. They don’t want to spend time assess applications 
that don’t meet the conditions of the fund. 

3.4 PLANNING YOUR PROJECT 

Irrespective of what the grant requires you to provide, you need a plan. On an operational 
level, the plan will set you up for success if you win the grant and need to implement the 
project. From a grant writing perspective, it will allow you to be far more effective at 
designing a robust project rather than hurriedly planning the project while you write the 
grant. If you are using a grant writer, having a plan in place will make it far easier (and likely 
cheaper) for them to work with you as they won’t be frantically trying to help you design 
your project before the grant application period closes.  

When planning your project, consider what business opportunity you are trying to realise, 
how does it fit into your business plan, how will it benefit your business and achieve your 
objectives, do you have the capacity to deliver the project, and can you match funding, if 
required? How does the project relate to your business’s mission, vision, values and 
strategy? 

3.5 GATHERING YOUR DOCUMENTATION 

Grants regularly require similar information and documentation. You can save time by 
creating an electronic file with these frequently requested items. These include: 

• Your ABN 
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• The correct name of your legal entity 
• Your business plan (keep this up to date so you are ready when a grant becomes 

available) 
• Business Name Registration etc 
• Overview of the business 
• Resumes of key staff 
• Bios of key staff 
• Business structure diagram 
• Latest financials (often from last 2-3 years) 

You can also create generic responses that you can tailor to individual applications – for 
example, applications often ask for evidence of capability to deliver the project so keeping 
a running list of projects your business has implemented with a paragraph or two outlining 
the skills required to achieve a successful outcome can be useful to cut and paste. 

Once you’ve pinpointed a grant you want to apply for, take note of project specific 
documentation you’ll need. Letters of support are often needed but can also take some 
time to gather – writing a template response and providing to customers and stakeholders 
to tailor and sign can be a way to speed up the process. 

3.6 SUPPORTING REPORTS 

Is completing a grant application enough to win a grant? If it’s a small grant, possibly. But 
at a minimum, you should have a project plan in place. A range of supporting documents 
that give evidence about the need for the project and how it will be implemented may also 
be required.  

3.6.1 Needs Analysis 

A Needs Analysis is a useful early-stage process to go through to ascertain whether 
perceived need is an actual need. A needs analysis could include consider: 

• Consultation with stakeholders. 
• Audit of current facilities/services. 
• Summary of relevant demographic/socioeconomic data. 
• Analysis of information. 
• Recommendations. 

3.6.2 Feasibility Study 

A Feasibility Study does what the name says – it examines the project concepts and asks, ‘Is 
this feasible?’. Generally, it will explore the options open to an organisation and make a 
recommendation as to the best way forward. A feasibility might even discover that a project 
shouldn’t proceed – this isn’t bad outcome as it’s far better to have invested in a study that 
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identifies a fatal flaw and allows the project to be abandoned rather than pursued only to 
result in failure. A feasibility study could consider things such as: 

• What the current situation is. 
• Literature review of relevant plans, policies and studies. 
• Stakeholder/community consultation. 
• Identification of options. 
• Assessment of options. 
• Discussion of the benefits of the project (including economic, social and 

environmental benefits). 
• Cases studies of similar projects by other businesses and lessons learned. 
• Recommendations. 

3.6.3 Business Case 

Business Cases are generally required for large scale projects that are seeking high levels of 
financial investment, as well as projects that may have government policy implications. 

A Business Case is a document that communicates the reasons for undertaking a project, 
with an objective of convincing decision-makers to approve action that will allow for the 
project to progress. Typically, these decisions are around funding approvals – either 
government or commercial investment. 

It’s important that any Business Case clearly explains the value of the project and gives 
information that the decision-makers need to feel confident in authorising actions to allow 
to project proceed. 

Business Cases include detailed descriptions of the project objectives and planned 
activities, outlining how the project will be executed. They also delve into alignment with 
policy and strategy, look at the economic, financial and social implications of the project, 
along with development of a recommended funding strategy. 

They are also useful for providing a tool to communicate with stakeholders about your 
project and to secure political buy-in. They also offer the background work generally 
required for seeking government planning endorsements and approvals. 

Often Business Cases will include a cost-benefit analysis and the projection of whole of life 
costs for any infrastructure. This last bit is important! What it means is you’ll look at more 
than just what will it cost to do this but also what the long-term implications are for 
managing the program or asset.  So you’ll know up front whether you can afford to go ahead 
– yes, it would be great to secure $2.5m for your new facility, but if modelling shows you’ll 
need to find $100k a year to operate, maintain and eventually upgrade it, you might need 
to re-think your plans. 
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A strong Business Case will position your organisation well as you approach key funders for 
support. 

3.6.4 Specialist Reports 

There are a broad range of specialist reports and advice that you may also need to gather 
(either to apply for a grant or to be in a position to action your project). Reports we 
frequently commission from our trusted partners on behalf of clients include: 

• Cost-Benefit Analysis 
• Architectural Drawings 
• Quantity Surveyor’s Report 
• Whole-of-Life Modelling and Asset Management Plans 

4 WHY ENGAGE A CONSULTANT OR GRANT WRITER? 

When you’re working on a major project, engaging a consultant or grant writer can make a 
real difference to the process and the outcome. There are three main reasons to engage the 
services of an expert – you might tick the box for one or more of these: 

Capacity: If you’re already at or near capacity with your current commitments, engaging a 
professional to lead the development of project documents or the grant application itself 
ensures that someone with expertise and time is able to give matters their full focus instead 
of attempting to squeeze it in between all other responsibilities. 

Capability: If you aren’t confident you have the skills and experience to execute the work 
to the standard required, bringing in a professional will give you access to someone with 
the background and skills to get the job done to a high standard. Depending on the 
consultant or grant writer, you may find they are willing to work alongside you to build your 
skills to give you greater confidence to tackle future projects.  

Objectivity: When you feel strongly about a project, it can be hard to be objective. Bringing 
in a third party will give you an independent view point on the project, with a good 
consultant or grant writer asking probing questions to really understand the details and 
working with you to shape a solution that has the highest chances of achieving the desired 
objectives. 
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5 Grant Writing Checklist 

Finished writing a grant and want to feel confident you’ve put together a strong proposal? 
Use this checklist to review your process and content. 

o I’ve checked this project is tightly aligned with my business’s priorities and 
direction, it’s a really good fit for us 

o I’ve talked with the key decision makers in my business and they are supportive 
of the application. 

o I’ve spoken to the funding body about the project and they are supportive of 
receiving an application for funding for the project. 

o I’ve got this done with time to spare, I’m not in a mad rush and I’ve reviewed 
everything carefully. 

o I’ve had an independent person, who is great at writing, to review to document 
and check it makes sense. 

o 
The application is complete.  There are no unanswered sections and all required 
attachments are appended, in the order they are referred to in the document. 

o The application clearly articulates the value offered by this project. 

o The application clearly explains what the project will do. 

o The project title captures the project’s intent in an engaging way. 

o The writing is clear, concise and accurate. 

o The writing avoids jargon, explains specialist terms and expands on acronyms. 
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o The application is framed in a positive tone using active voice (avoid expressions 
like ‘we may’, instead opt for ‘we will’ ). 

o The sentences are short and to the point. 

o Paragraphs are short and there is one concept per paragraph. 

o 
The document has been checked by at least one other person for spelling and 
punctuation accuracy.  The word processor spellchecker is not enough. 

o The document or online form population follows the requirements set out by the 
grant maker in terms of word count, formatting, file type etc. 

o The document is presented well, with consistent styles throughout. 

o The budget is accurate and has been correctly tallied. 

o 
Everywhere the budget is mentioned in the document, the value is consistent (i.e. 
the amount requested on the cover page matches every other instance where it 
is listed). 

o My budget clearly indicates whether it is GST inclusive or exclusive (and follows 
the specifications directed by the grant guidelines) 

o I have checked with my finance manager/accountant that my business is able to 
fulfil any commitments made in the budget. 

o 
If not submitting via an online form, I have tripled checked the document after it 
has been finally scanned and PDFd to ensure it is complete, in the correct order, 
all pages are oriented correctly, and it is impeccably presented. 
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